Aiming for filling a corresponding lack for sophisticated test cases for global electromagnetic gyrokinetic codes, a new hierarchical benchmark is proposed. Starting from established test sets with adiabatic electrons, fully gyrokinetic electrons and electrostatic fluctuations are taken into account before finally studying global electromagnetic micro-instabilities. Results from up to five codes involving representatives from as different numerical approaches as particle-in-cell methods, Eulerian and Semi-Lagrange are shown. By means of spectrally resolved growth rates and frequencies and mode structure comparisons, agreement can be confirmed on ion-gyro-radius scales thus providing confidence in the correct implementation of the underlying equations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, gyrokinetic 1,2 codes have experienced an amazing development of their their abilities and comprehensiveness regarding relevant physics effects.
3 A major step along these lines is the selfconsistent treatment of electromagnetic fluctuations with fully gyrokinetic electrons. Fluxtube (local) domain implementations have repeatedly and extensively been benchmarked against each other in this context -see, e.g. Refs. 4-7. However, apart from a few examples in extremely simplified setups, e.g. Ref. 8 with flat temperature profiles, similar efforts can rarely be found between the various radially global gyrokinetic codes. This may very well be linked to the increased complexity and the computational expenses associated to this task. Since alternative comparisons with (semi-) analytical results are naturally just feasible in very restricted physical parameter sets, inter-code benchmark studies can be considered as an important step towards verification. A new test case is hence defined and results from a number of codes with very different numerical approaches are presented in the following. The structure is as follows: The chosen physical scenario and the employed numerical tools are briefly discussed in Sec. II. Hereafter, the benchmark parameters are detailed in Sec. III before the actual results are discussed in Sec. IV. A summary and ideas for further extensions of this exercise to turbulent regimes are given in Sec. V. a) Electronic mail: tobias.goerler@ipp.mpg.de
II. PHYSICAL SCENARIO AND NUMERICAL TOOLS
The idea is to build upon preceding successful benchmark studies which were performed without electromagnetic fluctuations, i.e. without neglecting Ampère's law and the electromagnetic fields in the coupled gyrokinetic Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations. These cases shall be extended accordingly in order to reduce the effort regarding the definition and comparison of secondary parameters which are required for the test case itself but rather irrelevant for the general inclusion of electromagnetic fluctuations, for instance, the profiles and the geometry. Amongst others, the ITM 2008 benchmark 9 , the Gyro/Gtc 10 comparison, and similar Gene/Orb5 benchmarks 11, 12 can be identified as possible starting point as they all present comparisons of completely different numerical approaches, e.g. Eulerian vs. Lagrangian methods. All of the listed examples are inspired and based on the Cyclone Base Case 13, 14 (CBC) which is a well established reference scenario in fluxtube studies. However, the individual benchmarks differ in details like assumptions regarding the specific shape of the temperature, density and safety factor profiles and the basic setups which consider decaying or gradient-driven turbulence or linear mode characterization. Due to the significantly higher complexity linked to a fully gyrokinetic treatment of electrons and the consideration of electromagnetic fluctuations, the proposed test case will be restricted to linear physics for now and shall be extended to a nonlinear benchmark in a next step. Therefore, Ref. 12, Sec. III appears to offer an adequate basis where the dominant toroidal modes (maximized over all poloidal (m) modes) are compared. The parameters and the extension from the original adiabatic electron benchmark to an electromagnetic test case will be detailed in the following section. The numerical tools employed at the various stages of this code-comparison involve up to five independently developed codes based on three entirely different approaches-namely Eulerian, Lagrangian and semi-Lagrangian methods. The first scheme sometimes also referred to as 'Vlasov' solves the gyrokinetic VlasovMaxwell system of equations on a fixed grid in phase space. It is considered in the two δf -codes GENE 15, 16 and GKW 17 that are contributing to this benchmark. Here, δf indicates that the distribution function is split into a background and a fluctuating part where only the latter has to be propagated in time. This splitting is also employed in the Lagrangian codes ORB5 18, 19 and EUTERPE 20 where the gyrokinetic equations are solved with 'particle-in-cell' (PIC) methods. The latter involve sampling the initial positions in phase space, following marker orbits in 5D and obtaining the source terms for the field equations at every timestep. Finally, results from the full-f code GYSELA 21 are shown. Here, a fixed phase space grid is employed like in Eulerian codes. However, the Vlasov equation is evaluated by integration along the trajectories utilizing the associated invariance of the distribution function. The new values of the distribution function on the grid are finally evaluated with interpolation methods. Further details regarding these schemes and implementations can be obtained from the above mentioned code references or, e.g., from Refs. 2 and 3.
III. PARAMETERS RELEVANT TO THE BENCHMARK
An overview of the parameters for the code comparison is presented in the following. As mentioned before, the test case is based on the linear benchmark in Ref. 12 which in turn is inspired by the CBC parameters.
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Though the original discharge 14 serving as basis for the CBC had naturally more complex shaped flux surfaces, a circular concentric magnetic equilibrium (see, e.g. Ref. 22 ) with inverse aspect ratio a/R 0 = 0.36 and safety factor profile q(r) = 2.52(r/a) 2 − 0.16(r/a) + 0.86,
see Fig. 1 , is taken here for simplicity. Here, a and R 0 denote the minor and major tokamak radius while r is the local radius of a flux surface. Consistently with the choice of concentric surfaces, Shafranov shifts are absent and by considering the pressure gradient (∇p) contribution to the curvature or ∇B-drift as a magnetic equilibrium effect (∇p ∼ β ∼ α MHD = 0), it is neglected in the following as well. More complicated test cases where the magnetic equilibrium and the equilibrium pressure gradient are evaluated self-consistently (e.g., a generalized, global Miller equilibrium 23 ) are left for future work -the focus here is to study the effect of the additional electromagnetic fields only.
The temperature and density profiles and their normalized logarithmic gradients are given by
which represents a peaked gradient profile of A = (n, T ) with characteristic width w A , maximum amplitude κ A and center at r 0 . Furthermore, L ref denotes the macroscopic reference length that will be fixed to the major radius R 0 in the following. The individual values of the quantities are summarized in Tab. I which reveals that the temperature and density profiles are chosen to be identical for ions and electrons. A visual impression of the profiles can be found in Fig. 2 . only one ion species -namely, deuterium -is considered consistently with the main ion species in the underlying experimental setup. The associated finite-size parameter ρ * , here defined as the ion-gyroradius-to-minor-radius ratio, is hence approximately 1/180. Nevertheless, the ionto-electron mass ratio is set to the proton-electron mass ratio -i.e., the electrons are two times heavier than in reality -in order to reduce the resolution requirements and the computational effort. Considering hydrogen ions on the other hand would further decrease the value of ρ * and would hence yield less significant finite-size effects which appears not to be desirable for a global code benchmark. Additionally, a correct ρ * for the ions might be more striking in the spectral range under consideration than a correct ρ * e = ρ e /a for the electron species. Finally, we note that the nominal β value at r/a = 0. As the definition of β may be different in the various codes, scans over β will also be represented by accordingly varying reference densities n ref which -in the absence of collisions and for negligible Debye wavelength effects -should have no further impact other than the kinetic-to-magnetic-pressure ratio on linear growth rates and frequencies.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
This section contains the actual benchmark results. While the ultimate goal of this paper is the comparison of linear (toroidal) modes with self-consistent treatment ofÃ fluctuations (parallel magnetic fluctuationsB are neglected for now and hardly available in any of the participating global codes), the intermediate steps, i.e. (A) the original adiabatic electron case and (B) the extension to gyrokinetic electrons but electrostatic fluctuations are presented as well. This way, we hope to improve the accessibility and reproducibility of this benchmark for other codes. For the sake of a quick comparison, tabulated results are added for each of the steps for at least one of the participating codes while the benchmark results will be shown in dedicated plots.
A. ITG mode with adiabatic electron response
First of all, the one-species simulation results in Ref. 12 , Fig. 2 , are reproduced and can be found in Fig. 3 and Tab. III. More specifically, the spectral properties of linear growth rates and real frequencies are displayed and describe a pure ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven mode since positive frequencies indicate modes drifting in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. For convenience, Fig. 3 for the adiabatic electron case. Growth rates and frequencies (γ,ω) are normalized to cs/R0 = 191.7 kHz.
two abscissa are included where the lower one is the integer valued toroidal mode number n 0 which serves as a rather code independent measure while the upper one is the binormal wave number k y = n 0 q(r 0 )/r 0 at the center of the simulation domain. The latter is normalized to The growth rates and frequencies are given in normalized units c s /R 0 as well as SI units. The hardly visible error bars mark statistical uncertainties based on the time evolution of these quantities, e.g., in cases where they are still oscillating. Systematic errors, e.g., linked to numerical resolution are not taken into account-all codes were asked to provide sufficiently numerically converged results. Gene fluxtube results maximized over the radial domain are shown as well since they provide a cheap consistency check. As a result of the effectively reduced linear drive, the global code results should always exhibit lower growth rate amplitudes while -in the absence of mode transitionsgood agreement is typically found in the real frequencies. These features are well reproduced by all global codes, namely Euterpe, Gene, Gkw, Gysela, and Orb5, in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, all the codes agree very well at low wave numbers -despite their rather different numerical approaches, see Sec. II. Some deviations can, however, be observed at higher wave numbers (n 0 > ∼ 35). The reasons are two-fold. Some of the codes are not able to separate and deactivate the non-linear terms. The statistical analysis is hence restricted to the initial linear phase of the simulation which may be too short for a reliable value. This is why, for instance, no Gysela data is available beyond n 0 = 35. Furthermore, only Gene and Gkw have been run with high-k suitable gyro-average operators, all other participating codes have here been using low-k approximations like the Padé expansion such that differences around k y ρ s ∼ 0.5 can be expected. Finally, the frequency mismatches even between Gene and Gkw at n 0 = 40 can be related to the very low growth rate and the existence of strong sub-dominant modes which complicate the identification of the dominant one. However, all in all, the agreement in growth rate and frequency can be considered remarkable. Of course, additional features can be compared as well. For instance, poloidal cross sections of the n 0 = 25 mode of the electrostatic potential φ from the Eulerian code Gene and the PIC code Orb5 are shown in Fig. 4 . Both codes exhibit very similar eddy structures that are only weakly tilted and peaked around the maximum logarithmic gradient. For a more detailed comparison, poloidal and radial profiles have been evaluated as well. The simulation results have first been mapped from the straight-field-line to the poloidal angle at r/a = 0.5 and then adjusted to the dominant poloidal m mode (31 in Orb5 and 27 in Gene) for the former which is presented in Fig. 5a . The radial profiles shown in Fig. 5b are derived by simply summing the squared fluctuations of φ over the poloidal angle and renormalizing to the maximum of the radial envelope. Good agreement can be observed in both profiles although a slight shift in the radial envelope and a difference at the inboard side (θ poloidal = ±π) in the poloidal structure can be seen.
B. Two-species electrostatic simulations
In an intermediate step towards studies of electromagnetic microinstabilities, the electron response is now switched from adiabatic to fully gyrokinetic while still only electrostatic fluctuations are considered. Nevertheless, the linear findings are already altered substantially. As can be seen in Fig. 6 and Tab. IV, the low-k spectrum is still dominated by an ITG mode -however, with almost twice as large growth rate. Furthermore, a transition to modes propagating in electron diamagnetic drift direction (ω < 0) can now be observed around n 0 = 40 and 50 therefore indicating additional trapped electron modes (TEMs) or TEM/ETG-hybrid modes. The codes participating in this step -Gene, Gkw, and Orb5 -demonstrate good agreement at low-k. Above n 0 = 40, Orb5 finds significantly lower growth rates and misses the mode transition. This is, however, well understood and linked to the low-k approximation in the field solver. A more comprehensive solver is currently under development and first results will be published soon. Fig. 6 for the electrostatic case. Growth rates and frequencies (γ,ω) are normalized to cs/R0 = 191.7 kHz.. shown in Fig. 6 which are maximized over radius and ballooning angle. Like before, the local and global frequencies are found to be in good agreement -except for the dominant mode transition marked by a jump in frequency which appears to be shifted to a slightly lower wave number. This is in line with a substantial reduction of the ITG growth rate (as in the adiabatic electron case) and the marginal decrease of the TEM/ETG growth rate (comparing the results from the two Gene versions -Gkw seems to show systematically slightly larger growth rates). The small difference in the high-k branch may be attributed to the dominance of the electron physics for these modes. With ρ * e being about a factor of 60 smaller, finite-size effects would indeed be less significant or even negligible.
The mode structures of the electrostatic potential at n 0 = 25 from representatives of the Eulerian and PIC codes are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The agreement can be considered satisfying. The main difference are found at mode rational surfaces where electrons cannot become adiabatic. While Gene exhibits circular structures in the 2D contours or, respectively, spikes in the radial profiles at such surfaces, such structures are hardly visible in the Orb5 results. It is highly unlikely that this finding is linked to Orb5 being actually run with the full electromagnetic version at β = 10 −4 for technical reasons. This setup should well agree with the electrostatic limit. However, the differences can again be related to the here employed low-k approximation in the Orb5 field solver which introduces a smoothing of such fine-scale structures. Corresponding details will be discussed in Ref. 24 . Here, it shall be noted that the effect on the growth rate at n 0 = 25 is apparently only minor. However, as has been found by both Gkw and Gene, properly resolving such structures seems at least to be crucial at higher wave numbers (n 0 > ∼ 35) and at the lowest toroidal mode. At these scales, the widths of the mode rational surfaces become particularly small and at high n 0 the surfaces themselves are much more frequent as can be seen in Fig. 7c . The required radial resolution is hence < ∼ 0.08ρ s which is almost one order of magnitude less than in the adiabatic electron case.
C. Electromagnetic two-species studies
After these preparatory comparisons, the actual target can be addressed and electromagnetic test cases are defined and presented in this subsection. On the one hand, they contain a parametric study of the influence of electromagnetic fluctuations controlled by β ref or n ref , respectively, on a linear mode at fixed n 0 = 19 (k y ρ s = 0.3). Furthermore, spectral properties at the nominal β value as defined in Tab. II are studied.
Variation of β at fixed wave number
Keeping the toroidal mode number fixed at n 0 = 19 which translates to k y ρ s ≈ 0.3, a scan over the reference density and hence over β is performed. As can be observed in Fig. 9 and Tab. V, the ITG mode is stabilized with increasing β, for instance by more than 25% at the nominal value compared to the electrostatic (β = 0) case, hence emphasizing the need for electromagnetic simulations in particular experimental scenarios like the CBC.
Between β ref = 1.5% and 1.55% the most unstable mode changes character and exhibits much larger frequencies though still propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction, thus revealing itself as a kinetic ballooning mode (KBM) or Alfvénic ITG. All of the participating global codes -here, Euterpe, Gene, Gkw, and Orb5 -agree well on this qualitative behavior. Quantitatively, excellent agreement is found between the two Eulerian codes Gene and Gkw, good agreement with the PIC code Orb5 and reasonable agreement with the other PIC code Euterpe. The latter is most likely linked to insufficient resolution -corresponding tests are still outstanding due to computational allocation restrictions. It should be noted that due to the reduced linear drive, the global results do not only exhibit smaller growth rates Fig. 9 for the β scan at n0 = 19 (kyρs ∼ 0.3). The growth rates and frequencies are given in cs/R0 = 191.7 kHz.
compared to the flux-tube results maximized over the same radial range and ballooning angle but also a different threshold for the KBM branch. This again emphasizes the importance of global electromagnetic simulations for applications to experiments in this parameter regime.
Spectral features and mode structures at nominal β
Similar to Sec. IV B, the spectral properties of the lowto intermediate-k modes are studied -here, however, in the presence of electromagnetic fluctuations at nominal β (∼ 1%). As shown in Fig. 10 and Tab. VI, adding A does not change the overall picture qualitatively. An ITG mode is still present at low-k whereas a TEM or TEM/ETG-hybrid mode takes over as the most unstable mode between n 0 = 40 and 50. However, quantitatively, the ITG mode is stabilized by up to 30% in wide k range while the impact on the electron diamagnetic drift direction mode is rather negligible. The agreement between the two Eulerian codes Gkw and Gene is again very good both in the ion and electron diamagnetic drift frequency branches. Furthermore, ITG mode growth rates and frequencies from the PIC code Orb5 match quite well although the growth rates are slightly higher -consistently with the results in Fig. 9 . The similarities between both numerical approaches can also be confirmed in mode structure comparison at n 0 = 25. As can be observed in Fig. 11 and 12, Gene and Orb5 agree well in cross sections and profile plots of the electrostatic potential φ and the parallel component of the vector potential A . Particularly, the anti-ballooning character of the latter is found and confirmed by both codes. However, as in the electrostatic case (Fig. 7) , the mode rational surface signatures are not as pronounced with the employed Orb5 field solver as in Gene. This may also explain why the electrostatic potential is found at higher amplitudes at the high field side in Gene. Finally, cross sections of the electrostatic potential and parallel vector field component from Gene at n 0 = 50 are shown for reference in Fig. 13 . They demonstrate the much more localized eddy structures and much more pronounced fine-scale structures compared to the n 0 = 25 results. The radial resolution requirements are hence again found to be quite challenging -up to 30−50 radial grid points per ion gyroradius need to be considered. Studying the relevance of these restrictions in nonlinear regimes -similarly to corresponding flux-tube investigations 25 -will be of prime importance in order to assess the computational effort of numerically converged turbulence simulations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
At present, only very few code comparisons-if at allexist that consider global gyrokinetic electromagnetic finite-n micro-instabilities with entirely different numerical approaches. Obviously, successful benchmarks would greatly improve the confidence regarding a correct implementation and hence contribute along the verification of the codes. As a consequence, a hierarchical test case has been defined in this paper that shall enable and facilitate such comparisons. Starting with the well-studied global ITG mode with adiabatic electrons, more physics has been added progressively until finally, mode structures and spectral features of fully electromagnetic modes with kinetic electrons have been addressed. Here, results from a dedicated EUROfusion project involving up to five codes representing three different basic numerical approaches -Eulerian, Lagrangian, and semi-Lagrangian -have been included. Although studies of the linear dynamics are challenging for some of the numerical implementations, a good agreement could be found in the low-k range. At larger wave numbers, deviations have been observed which, however, could clearly be related to certain approximations in the gyro averages and field solvers. A general finding was that fairly high radial resolution up to ∼ 1/20 of an ion-gyroradius had to be employed when switching to fully gyrokinetically treated electrons. This increase -here found mostly at the larger wave numbers -can at least in parts be related to physical fine-scale structures like mode-rational surfaces. As a result, numerically converged nonlinear global electromagnetic turbulence simulations may be much more challenging and computationally expensive than previously assumed. Of course, linear findings may not simply translate to nonlinear turbulence simulations. However, corresponding evidence has already been found in local, fluxtube simulations. 25 An obvious extension of this work would hence be dedicated nonlinear simulations. While relaxation problems may be used for initial comparisons, gradient-driven simulations with carefully defined heat and particle sources and sinks will be prime choice. Such studies are less expensive than flux-driven simulations but would allow for sufficient statistics in determining the various turbulence observables.
is similar to the popular s − α equilibrium with vanishing Shafranov shift (α = 0) but more consistent in the large aspect ratio approximation. 22 The flux surfaces are parametrized by the minor radius r and their poloidal cross sections are given by R = R 0 (1 + cos θ) and Z = Z 0 + r sin θ where θ is the poloidal angle (in counterclockwise direction), = r/R 0 the inverse aspect ratio of the flux surface and R and Z denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates. The flux surfaces are centered at the elevation Z 0 which is neglected for simplicity in the following and at the major radius R 0 . The poloidal coordinates are complemented by the toroidal angle φ which runs clockwise in a top view such that the full set is (r, θ, φ). The basic assumptions in this model are now a toroidal magnetic field component B φ = B 0 R 0 /R and a poloidal flux function Ψ which is defined via its radial derivative dΨ/dr = rB 0 /q(r). Here, B 0 = B ref denotes the magnetic field at the magnetic axis whilē q(r) = q(r) √ 1 − 2 is just an abbreviation for the modified safety factor profile. With these relations, the magnetic field can be represented by (A2)
